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When the mid-market U.K.-based supermarket chain Sainsbury's
decided to create a kid-friendly food b a n d in 2005, they turned
to Parker Williams Desien out of London. "Sainsbuw's wanted
a food brand that children ages 5 to 8 would eat and enjoy and
that Mum could feel good about; says Tamara Williams, creative
planner at Parker Williams.
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Williams began by creating a brand mantra:"Clean plates, clean
conscience." Then, the desig? teem worked with a focus group
and "mood boards" to determine what attributes each sample
theme conveyed. The board that resonated the strongest with
the focus group illustrated creativity-the kind kids might
demonmate in posting KEEP OUT signs on their bedroom
doors. Clear, direct honesty also fared well-for example, "Eat
a portion of [product] and give yourself five more minutes of
energy to play football" garnered a positive response from
the focus group.
The new packaging zeroed in on these key values when
Sainsbury's launched i t s Sainsbury's Kids line in 2006. The palette
for the background is yellow, signifying happiness and a positive
image, and green, suggestive of health. Williams blurred the green
slightly, throwing it out of focus to contrast with the clear image
of the product and the chikl pictured on the package. The play
ofvaribur contrasts worked well; the children pictured on the
new packaging-often depicted holding a paAcular food right
before their noses-move sliehtlv
c . , out of focus. and their short
hair didn't distract fmm the copy on the package.
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e consistent theme of the branding, the logos work
s of products throughout the Sainsbury's Kids line,
ing them to follow Sainsbury's slogan, "Try something
$ Parker Williams says that their p"acka@ng^appeals
ecause each one of them is different:'
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Dirty Laundry, a children's apparel company based in Vancouver,
British Columbia, is the brainchild of two self-described "dirty
girls"-a designer and a businesswoman. Together, they created
clothes that, while manufactured with very high quality materials
and workmanship, feature completely unexpected designs-an
appliqued skull and crossbones next to pastels or camouflage,
for example. Today, the brand is an international success story
with a near-cult following, counting A-list parents Meg Ryan,
Dustin Hoffman and AngelinaJolieas sustomers.
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But in the beginning, when the company was ready to brand a
rebellious look to match its irreverent name, the "dirty girls" turned
to Byron Dowler, creative director of Coastlines Creative Group.
As part of the branding package, Dowler delivered a logo, Web
site, catalogue, stationery, a newsletter, hangtags and direct mail
pieces-all designed with wit, intelligence and imagination to
match the clothing with its desired attitude.
Dowler went for an industrial, old-school look for Dirty
Laundry's wordmark, using the lowercase Typewriter font in
simple, primary colors. For his centerpiece, he created an
irreverent logo around one of the clothing's appliques and
then wove a story around i t The result was ACE, the sad-eyed
wonder dog who's also "an international art thief that speaks
French and jets around in his rocket ship!' ACE is at the center,
his head slightly rotated and surrounded by a tight, earthtonecolored circle. Dowler carried this attitude to the Web site. The
kid talent has a deliberately tousled look, stylized via computer
to make skin tones pale almost to the point of appearing gray,
and clothing digitally superimposed.
The result is apparel for tweens and teens that is edgy yet urban
with a cosmopolitan flair. Or, as Dowler put it, "bizarre and quirky,
funky and sweet, but always cool."
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Desgn Firm: Coostlines Crsaitve Gmup

11 Loeonon: Vancouver, B.C., Canada
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Singing the Body Eclectic
Nowhere is the anxiety associated with being on the far end
of society's body-image spectrum more pronounced than in
adolescence. That's why Merrill Cuerra, founder of RealKidz
Clothing in Ypsilanti, Mich., turned to Scott Pryor of Ann Arbor's
Pryor Design to help form a brand identity for her line of
clothing for girls who don't fit the petite pop star wardrobeliterally. "Merrill really hit it," Pryor says of Guerra's solution born
of her quest for age-appropriatefashion for her own daughter.
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Using Guerra's original tagline, "Life styles for every bod$
Pryor set out to do "anything we could to make this an inspiring,
youthful and uplifting brand... custom tailored just for them." In
this case, "them" refers to young ladies whose fashion options are
too often limited because of their body size and shape. To this
end, Pryor developed messaging-seen throughout the RealKidz
Web site and on its in-store signage-designed to empower its
young clientele, juxtaposed with color and black-and-white
photography of real girls completely at ease in their RealKidz
attire. "'Finally... a line of clothing that's as real as me.' Our goal
was to really be immediate with the tone of voice and how the
photography is presented:'
Unifying these positive messages and photographic images i s one
element that runs consistently throughout all RealKidz media: an
artifact that Pryor describes as "between an asterisk and a flower.
It's a neat little energy burst with a life of its own." This energy
extends to both kids and their parents, including Pryor himself.
"For kids, it's so fresh and youthful, and the same things work
with moms. If it's really great for my kids, i see it as well:'

design Firm: P w &sign
Location: Ann Arbor, Mich.
Client: R e o l K i i

Industly: Apparel
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also designed stationery, business
e signage ("brand panels" that could also double as
S) and hangtags emblazoned with affirming mantras.
ht color scheme-vibrant magenta, yellow, chartreuse
ms infused with positive feeling. But by using the
e, Pryor indeed kept things real-and simple.
peface [for such a campaign] would be a curlicue,
ed to let the other elements come through:' he says.
ed and approachable; clean and simple. They all fit
he scheme-font, colors, rounded building b k k s

'ilding blocks" approach imposes.order on a growing
ve developed enough colors that we :odd define
ew for a [proposed] boys' line:'+s.
"We can
ogo to be more gender-specific. The building blocks
o be kind ofa mosaic, in a simple but graphic way.
could evolve it:'
N
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ion, however far-reaching,&er strays too far from its
need for growing girls to be listened to, understoo(
ed. The slogans "work on multiple levels:' Pryor says.
It's a thought bubble. Like the clothes talking-as well

Hotel Renew
What is now Hotel Renew was once an out-of-date hotel on
Waikiki Beach, Hawaii.
When Napili Partners, a California-basedinvestment group,
spotted the pedestrian Ocean Tower Hotel in 2005, it struck
them as a real estate opportunity ready for the taking. They
re-imagined the hotel as a destination for a luxury-seeking,
international clientele: business travelers, eastbound Asians,
Europeans and other affluent Generatton X-type travelers
looking for a sophisticated boutique hotel experience.
Napili Partners hired Honolulu designerJohnWingard ofJohn
Wingard Design to create a brand package in harmony with
the hotel's repositioning. With the basic color scheme already
in place, San Francisco-basedinterior designerJuinHoused his
environmentally conscious, Euro-Pacific vision to handle all the
decor decisions, designing everything from the 72 guest rooms
to the staff's uniforms.
Wingard began the branding for the newly rechristened Hotel
Renew with a relaxed but urbane wordmark that evoked the
sensibilities of Gropius and Le Corbusier. In fact, Wingard used
lowercase Bauhaus, a type inspired by the famous interwar
atelier. He also lowered the ascending strokes of the hand
Iin hoteland rotated the e.
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' ut from the hotel team, Wingard designed the Web

kng
the hotel's feel online. In addition to the things
d above,John Wingard Design also delivered signage
om materials to complete the elegantly modern feel of
npletely remodeled hotel. Best of all, they left the kitschy
lna behind in the past where it belonged.
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1 Baby Boome

Having a Grand New Time
In discussing the logo for grandparents.com, Markham Cronin
of Markham Unlimited in Coral Gables, Fla., challenges the
common perception of a homebound, technophob;.c ancestor.
"We'retaking the stigma out of [grandparenting being associated
with inactivity]:' says the designer, who created the "fun" logo
featured prominently on the site. "We're making it fun, interesting
and vibrant." He cites a few examples of people who may not
strike the general public as being grandparents, but certainly
are. "Coldie Hawn is a grandparent:' he says. "Goldie Hawnwow!ltjust boggles the mind:'

-

Cronin chose orange for the principal color because "we wanted
to make it very obvious... this wasn't the 'grandparents' you always
imagined. We wanted to reframe the definition of 'grandparent:
They're out playing tennis, they're traveling, they're vibrant,
they're active. So we have to blow it up and see it in a more
modem context:'
The most striking-and subtle-feature of the logo is the
placement of two faces juxtaposed with each other within the
g."We wanted to communicate the visual relationship between
grandparents and grandchildren: Cronin says. However, the
inspiration didn't come instantly. "It was one of those magical
moments in the design process:' he says. "We'd done about
60 logos-a lot-and nothing was quite right. Then, I may have
been talking on the phone and was doodling, and I drew in
faces. I looked down [at the gl-there it was! Once we had
the solution, it just came together:'
The site is "notjust for grandparents but grandchildren:' says
Cronin, who describes his parents as "huge" Internet users. "And
parents can get something out of it too. It's an opportunity for
a family-based online community that helps the commynication
between the generations:'

randparents.com
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it's great to be granc
Design F i n : MarkhamUnlimited
Location: Coral Gobies, Fla.

Client: Grandparents.com
Intiusfry: Social Networking
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Turning Over a New Leaf
The white oak is a notoriously long-lived tree, so it only made
sense that a community designed for the post-baby boomer
set still in the prime of life chose the hardwood for its symbol.
"This is not the end!" says Scott Pryor of Pryor Design in
Ann Arbor, Michigan.
At White Oak Living, set on 85 acres near Dayton, Ohio, the
emphasis is on living-in fact, its slogan is "Inspired Living. Every
Day:'-and retired couples are its maihtarget. (While single
retirees are welcome. it certainly isn't meant to be a haven for
the lonely widow or widower to idly while away one's twilight
years.) The message, says Pryor, is, "Hey, you're still here, you're
still active, join a community comprised of people just like you.'
And those people, seeking a high-class, elegant living environment,
find it in White Oak's "healthy, uplifting lifestyle. It's a very
exclusive thing, a Lexus of retirement living." Pryor strived to
convey this richness in White Oak's marketingmaterials, including
the Web site-which features boomer couples enjoying such
leisure activities as swimming, bicycling and wine tastingstationery, direct mail pieces and signage at the complex itself.

W H I T E OAK
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Like White Oak's residents, the design also is meant to age
gracefully. "tt's timeless," Pryor says. "We took real care with the
color schemes, right down to the primary typeface. Baskerville is
timeless, yet romantic." The logo features a metallic copper-an
element especially prominent on its printed materials-designed
to convey "a lifestyle that's uplifting, with very active retired
couples doinethines. We want to inspire veovle with a richness
and'a classic [feeling] contrasted wit6 these very vibrant and
active people enjoying really wonderful cuisine and having
access to a really wonderful spa:' Even though the community
resembles more a destination resort than a traditional retirement
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munity, Pryor kept the audience ever in his sight when
signingfor his market. "While the Web site was extremely
portant, the sales kit is the crown jewel of the campaign.
member, [this generation] grew up with books!" While
iding the hard sell, Pryor created a logo with an evocative
distinctive touch respectful of its target. The wand ojoin
h a silhouetted white oak to form irlittle scene of this corner
outhwest Ohio. "lt's a gorgeous piece of land:'he says, adding
the w suggests "not just hills but a pathway leading to it."
r the copper halo that is the o around the tree, ma\$no
take about which way it's going. "lt's a sunrise, not sunset:'
or says emphatically."That [sun] form is obviously something
d often-dawn versus dusk-but dawn is more appropriate
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each year represents another trip of the earth around the sun,
journey of White Oak's residents may be long but certainly
downhill. 'Xs we get older, we're actually getting younger:
or says. "Turning 40 isn't like it wasphen H u r father turned
[White Oak's residents] aren't sittgjkroind playing bridget they may go out and experience a walking trail."

5 1 Modern Moms & Hip Parent:

Pintsize Shoes
Pintsize Shoes is located in an upmarket shopping center in the
heart of Northern California's wine country.
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The business turned to a retail package and brand identity
design firm in nearby Cotati to create an identity and retail
environment that would appeal to the area's design-conscious
parents. Session Creative developed signage congruent with
the town's design review standards as well as point-of-sale
and other branded materials.
The wordmark development anchored the campaign. Dennis
Derammelaere, the agency's principal and creative director,
chose Kerning Unicase, a mix of letters without a complete
uppercase or lowercase set, for the typeface. "The font was
merely used as a starting point," he explained, "as we had to
manipulate every character to become the end result you see.
"Angled cuts were added to the letters, some were removed.
The 'i's were literally dotted. The curves of the sand e were
refined carefully. And the p and twere created from scratch
to match the style and playfulness of the rest of the mark:'
The kid-friendly and modem color scheme features stripes
throughout the store, on all signage and on business collateral
such as gift cards and business cards.

* Shoesfor kids *

Design Firm:
CIeuh
LoMlion: Coton, Callf.
Client: Pintsize Shoes
&ustry: Children's Shoes
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Munchkin
When the management of baby products manufacturer Munchkin
Inc. hired CEO and founder of The UXB (The Unexploded Brand),
Nancy JaneGoldston, in 2006 for a rebranding campaign, they
felt they knew what they were getting. However, UXB raised the
brand t o unexpected new heights.
Munchkin's CEO felt strongly, for example, about keeping the
red in its mark, convinced it had plenty of equity in the color.
Goldston, however, sold Munchkin oqa distinctive, multicolored
logo and branding treatment "to convey the company's vibrancy,
character and fusion of modernity!'
The equity associated with the old mark remained as UXB kept
the traditional red Munchkin heart but playfully rotated the icon
45 degrees and opened the middle.

A heart icon dots the i o n UXB's redesigned wordmark. The
custom type is all rounded lowercase, with strong horizontals.
Goldston paid extra attention to the readability of the type, both
up close and from a distance. Creative director Glenn Sakamoto
modified the nand u to be inverted mirror images of each other,
echoing the curves of the heart logo.
Thanks to the crystal clear direction she got from her client-who
told her, "We want to be the Apple of our industry-Goldston
felt empowered to help Munchkinbreak out of a cluttered pack.
She knew an updated brand could reach "the modem mom:' as
she called the primary target, but also acknowledged the need
for Munchkin to be a vibrant brand that aligned with i t s vision

b

munchkr
It's the little things:"

Deslgn Firm: hem
Location: Beverb Hills Calii
Cllent: Munchkin
Industry: ~ a b ~oducts
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$if as a leader in the development of "unique, timesaving
problem-solving baby care products:'
en revamping this brand, UXB not only focused on impressing
sumers, but also retailers. Despite having earned a reputation
innovative, award-winning products since its inception in
1, Munchkin needed more retailm to take greater noticeq u i r i n g a much stronger brand energy to overcome fierce

Blains, she designed the new look "to convey ad; reinforce the
iracteristics of Munchkin as the clever, modern;>xci[ing and
brand."

t

Wintegrated every aspect of the brand, with the same colorful:'

jrns:' as well as to Munchkin's retail partners.

Crib Notes.

OLN and Versus
An aggressive acquisition campaign has largely fueled the
growth of Comcast Corporation, the largest cable TV company
in the nation and the second-biggest ISP. But after Comcast
tried and failed to acquire Disney and its cable sports property
ESPN (reaching an estimated 91 million households), Comcast
began to retool its own OLN property to expand its reach into
the sports market.
Comcast launched OLN (formerly Oufdoor Life Network, a nod
to the century-old magazine of the same name) in 1997, when it
still was known by its original name and its core audience hooked
on old-school, outdoorsman-themed programming.

-

To run with the big dogs, Comcast knew it had to hold onto
OLN's existing outdoors types while attracting the archetypal
sports junkie. To build a new OLN brand to match its expanded
target audience, Comcast turned to the Hollywood-based
strategic design consultancy BIRD.
The intention, according to BIRD's creative director Peter King
Robbins, was to create something immediatelyevocativeof sports.
The result was a "sticker" mark-a slightly rounded rectangle with an
inscribed "OLN reversed in white against an aggressively red field.
According to Robbins, the custom, semi-serifed font in the OLN
rebranding recalls the bold, hard-edged type associated with
avarsity sports letter, combining thick and thin elements. It is
further italicized to raise the energy level and imply motion-or,
Robbins explains, to suggest moving with.
Design Firm BIRD
LOCatrOn: Hollywood. Calif.
Client: Comcast Corporation
Industry: Broodcastina

Bbins rebranded the OLN sticker to look eauallv at home
he side of an lndy racer, football helmet or tackle box. Says
bins: "I knew we nailed it when I slapped a prototype on the
of my pickup truck and took a look:'
8
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$ OLN mark came in different flavors, too: a two-dimensional
%kfor mint and a broadcast versioawith a three-dimensional
rgy conveyed by a gray tonal gradation in the lettering and
der. BlRD also delivered print and on-air ads along with
knd guidelines.
..*
te new look, however, was really just a bridge. Robbins' team
BIRDlearned of Comcast's new rebranding of OLN, Versuseference to the winner-or-loser nature of competitive gamesearly 2006, just six months after the OLN rebtpnding'launch.
-.
Versus rebranding-launched in the fall of 2006-sustains
equity
. , established in the new OLN logo's type
,. and
dette. However, the expanded target audie%e-hungry for
ything involving teams or a stick anc+%ball-demanded
an
higher testosterone level. To this end, BlRD added a
-core black to the red-raising the energy even more and
er implying the dark side of competition-and uniformly
kened the characters.
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onp with the Versus wordmark., BlRD desi~ned
another
~~~0
ker logo for the second rebranding. This time,
abbreviated form o f VERSUS was set in red
bDe in a black circular field, with the vslightly
- ,
'mounting the s. Instead ofthe tonal gradation
he OLN rebranding's sticker, BlRD gave the VS.
o a metallic look more appropriate for a highofile televtslon network
~
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just a few months, the leafiness of the old Outdo1
e Network had been transformed-twlce-from
ft and friendly to dangerous and edgy.
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Learn how top designers target the&f&s
and trends of their clients t o market their products specifically for
them. Including more than five hundred age-, gender-, and lifestyle-specific designs from around the world,
Market Smart reveals how to target kids, parents, tweens and teens, sports enthusiasts, Generation X, foodis,
and baby boomers by exploring all elements of marketing design from print and multimedia advertisements to
catchphrases, mascots, logos. p1:0.4ort nackaging, retail environments, and promotions.
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